Referencing an Image:

Please note: “If the caption of a table, image or illustration provides complete information about the source and the source is not cited in the text, no entry for the source in the works cited is necessary.”

**Citing an image from a book**

Artist.

*Image Title.* (In Italics)

Year Created.

Type of format i.e. Photograph.

Museum/Institution, Location. (Where the original is)

*Book Title.* (In Italics)

City: Publisher,

Year Published.

Page(s).

Print

**Citing an image from the web**

Artist

*Image Title.* (In Italics)

Year Created.

Type of format i.e. Photograph.

Museum/Institution, Location.

*Website Title (In Italics)*

Web

Date Month Year Accessed

**Example: From Book**


**Example: From Website**


*Note:* When citing sources reproduced online from their original versions, it is not necessary to include online information such as the website publisher or the date of electronic publication

*Note:* This is the day that you found the image.